To drive a more sustainable future, many of the world’s largest economies have established or are in the process of developing sustainability and climate regulation. In this rapidly changing global landscape, organizations must not only comply with new sustainability and climate regulations, but also position to succeed in markets that increasingly value sustainability. Sustainability taxonomies, sustainable finance standards, mandatory climate risk disclosures, and transition plan reporting requirements are just some of the key emerging sustainability and climate regulatory instruments.

Organizations are navigating a constantly evolving global sustainability and climate regulatory landscape. For many of them, there is limited visibility and insight into new and emerging regulatory instruments, the potential impact of regulations on their business operations, how to comply, and the capabilities they need to respond. Moreover, multinational businesses must adhere to overlapping jurisdictional requirements, which adds additional layers of complexity to an already challenging operating environment.

Despite challenges, numerous companies have embraced the opportunity to set ambitious sustainability and climate objectives. Their determination goes beyond merely meeting regulatory requirements. They are proactively preparing for transformation, laying the foundation for success, and shaping sustainable and resilient economies for years to come.

GreenCompass by Deloitte

Navigate sustainability regulations and enhance business value.

GreenCompass delivers:

- End-to-end support on sustainability and climate regulations
- Tech enabled solutions that can guide along the way
- Critical insights on the most important issues and topics
- The capabilities needed to navigate local, regional and global specific challenges
About GreenCompass

GreenCompass by Deloitte is a transformative global center that enables organizations to navigate sustainability and climate regulations with confidence and position their businesses for success in the sustainability and climate market.

As a firm-wide initiative, GreenCompass provides a front-door into Deloitte’s end-to-end capabilities on sustainability and climate regulations, underpinned by market leading tech solutions. These capabilities and solutions enable organizations to sense, understand, and comply with sustainability and climate regulations, enhance transition planning, and define clear pathways to decarbonization, and meet reporting obligations.

Recognizing that regulatory environments differ by region, GreenCompass provides organizations with access to a network of regional hubs with specialists in sustainability and climate regulations. This ensures organizations can benefit from sustainability and climate regulatory solutions that are tailored to their country and industry specific operating conditions.

GreenCompass stands as another example of Deloitte’s commitment to driving the change needed to realize a sustainable future.

Our capabilities

Rigorous risk insights
We help organizations to understand the key sustainability and climate regulatory issues and risks, such as:
- Supply chain transparency
- Climate risk
- Decarbonization

Excellence in Compliance
We help organizations navigate and comply with complex and rapidly evolving global sustainability and climate regulations through:
- Regulation sensing
- Identifying regulatory obligations
- Implementing regulation controls
- Monitoring compliance risk

Market leading strategy
We help organizations to craft proactive, forward-looking strategies that are one step ahead of the competition, using:
- Environmental, social, and governance (ESG) strategy
- Decarbonization roadmaps
- Transition planning

Transformational enterprise solutions
We help organizations develop the capabilities needed to achieve sustainability goals and drive transformation by leveraging:
- Capability uplift labs
- Regulatory readiness
- Data systems
- Skills and human capital
- Tool enablement

Assurance Readiness
We help organizations foster market confidence in the credibility of their sustainability and climate claims and actions through:
- Independent assurance
- Standards-aligned reporting and disclosure
- Taxonomy alignment

Regulation shaping
We help governments to ensure that regulatory instruments have a positive impact on people, prosperity, and planet through:
- Regulatory design
- Regulatory impact assessment
- Regulatory guidance

CAPABILITY SPOTLIGHTS

RegHub ESG provides a complete solution for sustainability regulatory compliance management, encompassing real-time tracking of global sustainability regulatory changes, and facilitates efficient management of compliance and business change.

EMEA Sustainability Regulation Hub is the EMEA region’s one-stop shop for regulatory strategy insight on the Corporate Sustainability Reporting Directive (CSRD), the International Sustainability Standards Board (ISSB), EU Taxonomy, the US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), and other critical sustainability and climate topics, to help organizations transform their business strategies and operating models.

GreenSpace Tech is a new, industry-leading offering that helps accelerate decarbonization and value creation by explicitly convening climate technology ecosystems in a systematic way, to enable businesses to access and select the right technology, help reduce investment risk, and support application at pace.

GreenLight Solution is a SaaS based solution comprised of integrated modular software assets which guide clients to act across every stage of their decarbonization journey. It is built on a vision to combine technology, Deloitte services, and an ecosystem of alliances to enable our clients to move from strategy to action—the first true enterprise solution for decarbonization.

CSRD Accelerator is a tool designed to be the key component in the ESG reporting process to help you navigate much faster through the challenging European Sustainability Reporting Standards (ESRS).
Bottom-line benefits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Risk informed and aware</td>
<td>Enhanced awareness and understanding of the implications that sustainability and climate regulations have on your business.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensure ongoing compliance</td>
<td>An ability to effectively anticipate, navigate and remain compliant with sustainability and climate regulation through real-time access to tailored sustainability and climate regulatory libraries and insights.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One step ahead</td>
<td>Stay ahead of the competition and unlock new opportunities for growth and success by developing and executing the strategies needed to integrate sustainability and climate regulatory requirements into your operations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhanced S&amp;C capabilities</td>
<td>An accelerated capability uplift that ensures your organization, its systems and people are able to deliver on the increasing demand or corporate sustainability outcomes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market confidence</td>
<td>Build trust in your sustainability claims and actions through marketing leading sustainability and climate assurance services.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Start the conversation

The global S&C landscape has never been more complex, which will only increase over time. GreenCompass by Deloitte is here to help your organization navigate the difficult and ever-changing task of compliance while also supporting you in identifying new S&C opportunities that allow business to thrive.
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